Jessica Kahawaty
PERSONAL PROFILE
International model and philanthropist. Australian born of Arabic origins, has bridged cultures together
through her work in the fashion industry and humanitarianism. An ambassador for some of the world’s
exclusive brands, Jessica uses her name and platform to continuously shed light on global issues around
the world and empower young women to reach their full potential through education and the arts.
Jessica was previously the face and presenter of Yahoo Maktoob’s entertainment shows in Dubai,
interviewing regional and international names inclusive of Kobe Bryant and Selena Gomez to name a
few. Jessica is also known as the host of Emmy award winning US show 'Project Runway' in its’ Middle
East version. She was part of an international jury including designer Elie Saab and personality Afef
Jnifen and interviewing the likes of Toni Garrn, Mila Jovovich and Carine Roitfeld. With a background in
Business Finance and Human Rights Law, Jessica has worked with various NGOs internationally. She has
advocated for causes close to her heart including St. Jude’s Children Cancer Centre, Charity Water and
Breast Cancer Awareness.

SHE WORKED FOR

FOLLOWERS

Rolls Royce, Louis Vuitton, IWC, Valentino,
Ralph Lauren, Chopard, Tom Ford, Tory Burch
and Carolina Herrera, amongst others, as well
as by high-end fashion and lifestyle
publications such as; Vogue, Condé Nast
Traveller, Marie Claire and L’Officiel

FB 76

IG 541

CHANNELS DETAILS
Jessica has gained a vast and international following as she works between
Australia, Dubai, Paris, New York, Milan and London in collaboration with high
profile brands throughout the year over exclusive events and fashion
weeks. Jessica is especially strong through her Instagram platform with a global
following of 541,000+ fashion focused individuals with interests in Philanthropy,
Business, Sports, Fashion, Beauty and Automotive.

https://www.instagram.com/jessicakahawaty/?
hl=it
https://it-it.facebook.com/JessyKahawaty/

BEST PROJECTS SELECTION

And here’s my favourite shade! I’ll always be a
nude lip girl and I’m loving the purple undertones
in this nude Lipstick #16 ‘London Suede’ by
#TomFordBeauty - Thoughts? 💜

Tonight’s beauty look. Loved my blue liner 💙 ح& &بّيتو
ال &&لوك؟

I’ve been thinking a lot... and the only conclusion
I’ve come to is: I wish I was naïve. Is ignorance
bliss? Who agrees? 🖤

MORE INFORMATION

Our contacts - Piazzale Luigi Cadorna 5, 20123 Milan - E-mail socialtalentagency@condenast.it - Website socialtalentagency.condenast.it - Phone + 39 02 85611

